Fyber RTB Reaches Key Milestone in Quality Improvements by Reducing Non-direct Traffic
Sources to Zero and Achieving Outstanding Ads.txt Adoption
Berlin, December 15, 2017 - As a continuation of Fyber’s ‘Keeping it Clean’ group-level initiative, Fyber
RTB, a leading video supply side platform and RTB exchange, and a subsidiary of Fyber N.V., has taken
serious actions to improve the quality of its marketplace with the aim to become the cleanest supplyfacing video platform on the market. This initiative is in line with the recent industry trends calling for a
cleaning up of the ecosystem.
At the beginning of Q3, the Fyber RTB team appointed dedicated resources to roll out its inventory
qualification project across all publishers in an effort to make the platform fully transparent.
“Every single ad request going through our platform is qualified. We have been routinely excluding and
removing non-direct traffic sources from the marketplace. It’s a significant milestone now that we’ve
decreased the non-direct traffic sources to zero. As a result, we’re now sending our demand partners
100% direct traffic,” said Ross Barasch, VP Demand at Fyber RTB. “In addition, we’ve decided to bring
our ads.txt adoption strategy to the next level. We keep dedicating efforts to educate our partners about
IAB’s initiative and took an active role in the implementation process. By now, 60% of our top 1000 ads.txt
enabled domains have Fyber added to their ads.txt file.”
Besides qualifying and filtering the supply going through the platform, Fyber also wanted to enable its
demand partners to have control over the inventory they receive. New enhancements were made to the
recently launched demand-facing user interface so that demand partners can request to have their
configurations updated to only receive inventory from publishers with which Fyber is listed as an
approved reseller.
“Since the launch of ‘Keeping it Clean’ we saw a 60% increase in video traffic execution rate and a 100x
increase in bid rates. Hopefully, others will follow suit so that clean and transparent traffic is the norm in
our industry,” added Barasch.
About Fyber RTB
Fyber RTB is a leading mobile advertising technology company that empowers publishers to execute
smart ad monetization strategies across all connected devices through a unified supply side platform.
Reaching over 1 billion unique monthly users, Fyber works with thousands of the world's leading
publishers, app developers and advertisers. Fyber RTB is a subsidiary of Fyber N.V., which is publicly
trades on the Frankfurt Stock Exchange (FBEN). It has offices in Berlin, Tel Aviv, New York, San
Francisco, London and Beijing.
For more information, visit www.fyber.com.
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